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Four Ways to Go Super
We took the most popular Netplex® components 

and added new opportunities for height that 

everyone can enjoy. Choose from four preconfigured 

Super Netplex designs that can take kids up to  

12 feet high—including kids of all abilities. The  

center spiral belting with grippy texture provides  

an easy way for everyone to climb to the top  

for a whooshy ride down one or more slides.

Now everyone can enjoy the spectacular view  

from up top while those watching below have 

perfect sightlines to all the activity. With lots of 

climbing, spinning, bouncy fun and plenty of  

places to hang out, any one of these playstructures 

will be a super addition to your playground.  

Contact your local playground consultant today  
to learn more at 888.438.6574 or 763.972.5200.  
Or visit playlsi.com.
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